The charge generation properties at all interfaces of a p / n junction, bilayer photodiode have been investigated by means of the photoaction spectrum ͑PAS͒ as a function of applied bias. The organic photodiode was fabricated with a low-glass transition temperature ͑T g ͒ polysiloxane with pendant hydrazone groups as the p-type material and a perylene diimide derivative as the n-type material. The PAS under short circuit and reverse bias showed an antibatic response at the high-energy region ͑3.0-3.5 eV͒, and a symbatic response at the low-energy region ͑2.0-3.0 eV͒. However, under forward bias, the PAS showed the opposite behavior. These results are interpreted in terms of the band structure of tin-doped indium oxide ͑ITO͒ that prevents effective photoinjection of electrons at the polymer/ITO interface and the relative energy levels of the constituent materials. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.2180881͔
Bulk heterojunction solar cells and p / n junction photodiodes possess high potential for use in many consumer applications because charge separation is enhanced by the potential energy differences at the interfaces. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Many researchers have focused on indium tin oxide ͑ITO͒ as the transparent electrode in such solar cells, as well as in other applications that require high conductivity and transparency in the visible spectrum, e.g., organic light emitting diodes ͑OLEDs͒. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] The photoaction spectra of a photodiode as a function of applied bias provides valuable information from which both the charge generation sites and the main carrier species may be deduced. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] In this letter, the current density-voltage ͑J-V͒ charact eristics and the photoaction spectra have been used to investigate charge generation and transport properties of bilayer, p / n junction photodiodes as these relate to the performance of the ITO electrode.
The photocells were fabricated from hydrazonesubstituted polysiloxane, poly͓methyl-͑N-propyl-N-͑4-diphenylhydrazono-methylphenyl͒amino͒siloxane ͑PSX-Hz͒ as the p-type material, and a perylenediimide derivative, 1, 2-diaminobenzene perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic acid diimide ͑PV͒ as the n-type material ͑see Fig. 1͒ . PSX-Hz has a low glass transition temperature ͑softens at a low temperature͒ and was chosen as a cell component in order to investigate the possibility of fabricating bilayer solar cells via a simple lamination procedure. The lamination results will be reported separately.
PSX-Hz was synthesized according to the literature. 16 Uniform films͑100 nm thickness͒ of PSX-Hz were deposited onto patterned, oxygen-plasma-etched ITO glass by spincoating. PV ͑50 nm͒ was vacuum-deposited at 2 ϫ 10 −6 Torr on top of the polysiloxane films. The effective areas of the devices were 0.09 cm 2 . Bismuth was selected as the back electrode to take advantage of its oxidative stability and suitable workfunction, Bi = 4.22 eV. The energy levels of the cell materials, PV: Highest occupied molecular orbital ͑HOMO͒ = 6.0 eV, lowest unoccupied molecular orbital ͑LUMO͒ = 2.5 eV, and PSX-Hz: HOMO= 5.3 eV, LUMO= 2.3 eV, were estimated from the absorption edges of the ultraviolet-visible spectra and the oxidation potentials as obtained from cyclic voltametry. The bilayer, p / n junction photodiode, ITO/ PSX-Hz͑100 nm͒ /PV͑50 nm͒ /Bi͑50 nm͒ was used to obtain the results presented in this letter. spectrum, and the photoaction spectra of the photocell ͑illu-minated through the ITO electrode͒ under short circuit, forward and reverse biases are shown in Fig. 2 . The net photocurrent responses have been corrected for the light intensities of the Xe lamp at the different wavelengths. The absorption above 3.0 eV is due to the PSX-Hz, and the absorption below 3.0 eV is due to the PV. Under short circuit, the photocell showed a negative photocurrent ͑circles on Fig. 2͒ , i.e., electrons move through the device toward the Bi electrode due to the built-in electric field that results from the difference in workfunctions of the ITO and Bi electrodes. A reverse bias reinforces the built-in field, so that the action spectrum under −1.0 V has the same shape as the action spectrum under zero applied voltage, but the photocurrent is increased ͑Fig. 2͒. 5 Although light in the region 3.0-3.5 eV causes some photocurrent, the response to these energies is weak, and the photoresponse would be classified as antibatic ͑does not parallel the absorption spectrum͒ in this region. Conversely, the photoresponse is symbatic ͑parallel to the absorption spectrum͒ in the region where PV absorbs ͑1.75-2.75 eV͒. This type of behavior has been described before and arises when the p / n interface is the primary locus of charge generation. 3 Due to the high absorption coefficient of the PSX-Hz, most photons in the energy region, 2.8-3.0 eV, are absorbed by the PSX-Hz and do not reach the p / n interface where charge separation occurs. Light that is absorbed some distance ͑ജ10 nm͒ from the interface is not effective for charge generation because of the limited exciton diffusion distance. However, the low-energy light ͑2.0-2.5 eV͒ is strongly absorbed by the PV, with the greatest rate of exciton generation occurring near the p / n interface. These Frenkel excitons are represented in Fig. 3͑a͒ as a hole in the valence band ͑E v Ϸ E HOMO ͒ and an electron in the conduction band ͑E c Ϸ E LUMO ͒ of the PV. Because of the favorable energy offsets of the respective HOMOs and LUMOs of PSX-Hz and PV, the exciton is dissociated, with the hole being transferred to the PSX-Hz, and the electron to the PV. Under the built-in bias or a negative applied bias, the holes are accelerated toward the ITO and the electrons toward the Bi electrode, giving the observed symbatic photoresponse ͑Fig. 2͒.
The lack of a photoresponse to photon energies near 3.5 eV indicates that the excitons generated in the PSX-Hz near the ITO interface are not effective for charge generation. This observation has been made before, and the poor efficiency was ascribed to the decay of electron carriers in the polymer layer. 17 We believe that ITO is intrinsically inefficient for photoinjection of electrons due to its band structure; and we describe two possible mechanisms for the lack of effective charge generation near the ITO interface. Both mechanisms are based on the low density of filled states near the Fermi level of the ITO. The workfunction of ITO ͑ ITO , 4.8 eV͒ is well matched to the HOMO energy of PSX-Hz and a large number of other hole transporting organic materials ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒. However, there is an important difference between ITO and a metal electrode: ITO consists of Sn-doped ͑n-doped͒ In 2 O 3 , an intrinsic insulator. Even as an n-doped conductor, ITO still has a wide band gap from 3.50 to 4.06 eV, i.e., just below the sparsely populated conduction band. 18 The low density of electrons in the conduction band leads to low rate of combination with the holes of the photogenerated electron-hole pairs in the PSX-Hz adjacent to the ITO/PSX-Hz interface. ͑This recombination may be approximated as a second order reaction, rate= k͓h + ͔͓e − ͔.͒ A rate of electron transfer from the ITO to PSX-Hz that is less than the rate of exciton hole-electron recombination promotes decay of the excitons without charge generation. The completely filled valence band of ITO does not contribute to the charge separation process because the top of the ITO valance band lies more than 3.0 eV below the HOMO of PSX-Hz.
An alternate mechanism allows for a rapid transfer of an electron from the conduction band of ITO to the hole in the HOMO of PSX-Hz with the concomitant generation of a hole in the ITO conduction band spatially proximate to the electron in the LUMO of the polymer. In this mechanism, the transfer of the electron from the LUMO of PV to the hole in the ITO is very rapid due to the high density of empty states in the ITO valence band and the favorable energetics. In this mechanism, the PSX-Hz exciton is rapidly quenched at the ITO interface via charge transfer, but without net charge generation. In either mechanism, the lack of charge generation is due to the ITO band structure, in particular, the large energy gap just below the Fermi level.
On the other hand, the photoaction spectrum is symbatic with respect to the absorption spectrum of PSX-Hz under a forward bias sufficiently large to overcome the built-in field ͑Fig. 2͒. Under these conditions, electron-hole pairs photogenerated in the PSX-Hz near the ITO surface can inject an electron into the conduction band of ITO, leaving behind a hole that is accelerated toward the back electrode by the applied field ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. As in the second mechanism proposed above, the injection of an electron from the LUMO of PSX-Hz occurs with high probability.
Moreover, the PAS also shows that the p / n interface is not effective in charge separation under forward bias. Holes traveling from the PSX-Hz to the PV, and electrons traveling from PV to PSX-Hz face energy barriers, h and e , respectively ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒, at the p / n interface, leading to a higher probability of carrier recombination. The photoresponse does increase at low photon energies ͑ഛ2.0 eV͒ in the region where neither the PSX-Hz nor the PV absorbs. Light with these energies strikes the Bi electrode, causing photoinjection of electrons that tunnel through the barrier at the p / n interface.
The poor electron injection from ITO means that the blue end of the visible spectrum is not effective in generating photocurrent in organic solar cells with ITO front electrodes. A thin coating of metal, e.g., gold, on the ITO improves performance by restoring a symbatic photoresponse at high energies, 19 as does coating the ITO with PEDOT/PSS, a polymeric conductor.
